
PSED / PSHE 
Jigsaw PSHE - Dreams and Goals 

Challenge - Never Giving Up - Setting a Goal - Obstacles and 

Support - Flight to the Future - Footprint Awards 
I wonder how I can achieve my dreams and goals 

Challenge - Never Giving Up - Setting a Goal - Obstacles and 

Support - Flight to the Future - Footprint Awards 

Celebrating difference 
Children will continue to explore how everyone is different and 

why accepting this is important.  
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Mathematics – White Rose 
EYFS   

‘Light and Dark’ – Representing numbers to 5, composition of 4 

and 5, one more and one less, shapes with 4 sides, time  

‘Alive in 5’ - Introducing zero, comparing numbers to 5, 
composition to 4&5, comparing mass and capacity 

‘Growing 6,7,8’ - Making pairs.  
Length and Height, Time  

KS1 

Number – place value. How many tens and how many ones in a 
given number. Counting backwards and forwards, writing numbers 
to 20 in numerals and words.  
Number – addition and subtraction. Add by making 10, 

subtract crossing 10.  

Communication and Language - EYFS 
Children will ask and respond to ‘when’ questions and will talk about key events in a 

story – Here Comes Jack Frost 

Children will know and use vocabulary linked to the theme ‘A Hazy Shade of Winter’ 
including; seasons, hibernation, nocturnal’. 
Retell a story with actions and/or picture prompts as part of a group. Using story 

language when acting out a narrative.  
Know the names of different parts of a book including the cover, title and author. 
Write labels for pictures, trying to include new vocabulary. 

Letter Join handwriting. 

English – KS1 

Children will create a fact file on David Attenborough as we look at his wonderful 

explorations! 
Key Skills to be Covered 
Focus on capital letters to support sentence writing. 

Further consolidation of sentence structure. 

History and Geography 
I wonder what explorers did in the past? 

Children will create a time line of the explorations of David Attenborough.  

I wonder where David Attenborough has explored? 
The children will look at maps to learn about the different places David Attenborough 
has explored. They will compare and contrast the different environments and weather 

of these places. 

 
 

Physical Development 
• Daily wake and shake sessions 

• Sand and water play 

• Daily mindfulness / yoga 

 

Gymnastics 
Children will use simple gymnastics 

actions and shapes and apply basic 

strength to gymnastic actions. 

Know and perform different take off 

positions and explore landing positions. 

Find ways to move over and under 

apparatus, demonstrate different 

shapes and balances. 
 

Reading 

I wonder how I can read with expression? 

Children will continue their Little Wandle 

Reading sessions with their class teacher, 

drawing attention to the features of the 

sentence that tell how to say it, for example 

verbs used for speech, punctuation and 

character’s feelings. 

Computing 
Mouse and keyboard skills continued 

Children will focus on using the mouse or track 

pad to select, move and drop objects around the 

screen.  

Children will find letters and numbers on a key 

board and begin to type.  

 

Phonics 
EYFS Little Wandle phonics  

Completion and consolidation of Phases 2 graphemes and phonemes plus 

tricky words:  
KS1Little Wandle phonics 

Consolidation of Phase 2 and 3 phonics and moving onto Phase 4, plus 

tricky words. 

 

 

Sparkling Start 
DT day – how can we explore? What mode of transport will you build? 

Marvellous Middle 
KIC Theatre – children will have an enjoyable theatre session. 

Fabulous Finish 
Explorer Snacks – Children will make high-energy explorer snacks by 

weighing ingredients and following a recipe.  

 

Moore  

Term 3 
Exploring the Cold            

 

Expressive Arts and Design 
Children will know that you can make marks using a variety of tools and 

media including hands, toys and sticks 
Children will know and evaluate a range of warm, cold and waterproof 

fabrics and investigate suitable ways to join fabric 

Art  
I wonder how to create different textures in my artwork?  
Children will develop their use of texture (alongside their knowledge of 
colour) to create art based around different environemnts, for example 

under the sea. 

D&T 
Children will work on making models of modes of exploration transport, 

selecting form a range of materials and tools. 
Children will use basic food handling and hygiene practices to make tasty 

explorer snacks! 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding the world  
EYFS  

To identify features of a cold land and know why some animals are best 

suited to living in cold environments. To explore the weather in cold land 
and climate change 
Children will know what season we are in and know some animals that 

hibernate and explain why they hibernate 
Children will know what nocturnal means and name some animals that are 
nocturnal 
Children will explore ice and know different methods to break/melt the 

ice and how ice is formed 

Science  

KS1    

Children will develop their understanding of different materials and what 
everyday objects are made from. They will describe the properties of 
different materials and compare and group together a variety of everyday 

objects on the basis of their properties.  

 

 

 
 

 

Religious Education  
There will be a History and 
Geography focus in Term 3. 


